Bubble Fun

What To Do:
Playing with bubbles provides wonderful sensorial experiences for your child. Try putting a few drops of liquid soap into a large container of water. Show your child how to use a whisk to create bubbles. Let your child enjoy this activity while you move away and observe. How long does your child spend with this activity? It is interesting to observe your child’s attention span with activities. Your child may enjoy some activities more than others, which is fine!

Variations:
Have your child blow through a straw, stirring up more bubbles.

Target Age:
Early Two-Year-Old

Materials You Will Need:
whisk, soap, water, large container, towel

Skills Learned:
* Attention Span
* Creative Expression
* Eye/Hand Coordination
* Visual Stimulation
* Cause and Effect

Activity Category:
* Daily Living Skills

Activity Contributor:
Beth Bronsil, M. Ed.

For more activities, visit: www.productiveparenting.com
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